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XpressPort® carts are high-capacity transport and storage solutions often used in 
demanding environments for moving tables, chairs and other equipment. These 
carts are manufactured from heavy-duty materials combined with large-diameter,  
high-quality casters. The robust construction and innovative design saves floor  
space, improves operational efficiency and makes the job of moving heavy furniture 
and equipment safer and easier.

Proudly made in the USA, XpressPort carts are built to last and are backed by a  
12-year limited warranty. Whichever cart you choose for your facility, you’ll f ind our 
carts exceed expectations and will serve your facility longer than other cart products 
on the market.

HEAVY-DUTY, HIGH CAPACITY CARTS



SLANT-STACK CARTS
FOR CLASSROOM & BANQUET TABLES

DESCRIPTION
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Slant-Stack carts can safely handle tall , side-by-side stacks of 18" classroom tables and 
can quickly convert to handle a single stack of 30" banquet tables. The same truck can 
handle both 6 ' and 8 ' long tables so you will always have the right cart for the rectangular 
tables you are using. Unlike conventional flat bed trucks, the slanted bed design utilizes 
gravitational force to wedge each table against the backrest posts, making it nearly 
impossible for stacks of tables to tip over.

Our carts use high quality 8" diameter polyurethane wheel casters with precision bearings. 
Even fully loaded carts can easily be moved on carpeting by one person. The slanted bed 
design makes the cart faster to load and table stacks are always straight.

*Shown with single 
 stacking option
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Table carts are shipped knocked down to reduce shipping costs . Assembly is fast and easy to do with simple hand tools .

Designed to allow 
clear access when 
handling tables onto 
and off of the cart, 
and align the tables  
as they are stacked.

925 lb. capacity, 
equipped with  
8" diameter, 2 " wide, 
polyurethane wheels 
with precision ball 
bearing axles .  
Optional brakes  
and 4-wheel turning  
is available.

Consists of 14-gauge 
steel tubing, caster 
mounting brackets  
and ¼" thick  
connector plates. 

A Vinyl C-channel is 
applied to the top 
of wing supports to 
protect table tops.

1¼" x 1¼", 1 1-gauge, steel 
tubing are plastic coated 
to protect table edges.

Convert from single to 
double stack storage.

Made from 2 " x 2 " 
14-gauge steel tubing.

HANDLE/UPRIGHT 
ASSEMBLY

TWO SWIVEL AND 
TWO RIGID CASTERS

WING SUPPORTS

STABILIZER POSTS CENTER BEAM ASSEMBLY

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL FOLDED TABLE 
THICKNESS

STACKING CAP
SINGLE-DOUBLE

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

SHIPPING 
WEIGHTOUTSIDE 

WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT
USABLE 

STACKING 
HEIGHT

XPTS58

2"
2¼"
2¾"
3¼"

24    48
23    46
20    40
18    36

31" 75¾" 58¼" 50" 127 lbs.

XPTS58BD
Caster Brakes – Front

Swivel / Locking Casters – Rear
Capacities are the same as above.

31" 75¾" 58¼" 50" 139 lbs.

Table capacities are approximate and may vary depending upon specific table construction and dimensions. The loaded table cart will generally 
be 32½" wide with 30" tables and 34½" wide with 18" tables. * When two pairs of elevating posts are used with 18" tables the overall loaded 
width will be approximately 32½" wide. 24" wide tables will overhang both sides of the table cart by approximately 8".

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR MITY REP. 1-800-327-1692



ROUND TABLE CARTS
SLOTTED STORAGE DESIGN

DESCRIPTION

XpressPort slotted, table carts for round tables are designed to carry heavy loads that roll 
long distances over a variety of floor surfaces in high-use environments. 8" diameter x 2" 
wide, polyurethane wheels and casters are equipped with precision bearings, making these 
table carts the easiest to roll in the industry. Swivel caster brakes are standard equipment.

Resilient vinyl Uchannels, cover the ramp to prevent tables from slipping while being rolled 
into the table cart and to protect the edges of tables during storage and transport.

Select from four models configured to handle various table thicknesses. Every full length 
model may be adjusted to handle 60", 66" and 72" diameter folding banquet tables. Models 
with short side rails adjust to handle 48" and 60" tables. All products are backed by a  
5-year warranty.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Covered with a 
U-shaped, resil ient 
vinyl extrusion to 
protect the edges  
of tables and for 
quieter operation. 

8" diameter x 2" wide, polyurethane 
wheel swivel casters have a load 

capacity of 925 lbs . each. 

14-gauge steel  
tubing covered  
with resil ient vinyl  
extrusions to prevent  
tables from slipping. 

Provide individual 
storage slots to 
accommodate a  
variety of folded  
table thicknesses.

Provide a comfortable hand hold 
for pushing and pulling.Consist of 2 " x 1¼", 

14-gauge steel tubing.

SUPPORT BEAMS

CASTERS

INTEGRAL  
LOADING RAMP

ALUMINUM 
SEPARATOR
PLATES

ERGONOMIC HANDLE GRIPS
SIDE FRAMES

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR MITY REP. 1-800-327-1692

Table carts are shipped knocked down to reduce shipping costs . Assembly is fast and easy to do with simple hand tools .

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL
(60", 66", 72" 
DIA.) XPTR – 
LONG RAILS

MODEL
(48", 60" DIA.) 

XPTRS – SHORT 
RAILS

SEPARATOR 
PLATE 

CONFIG.

TABLE 
CAPACITY

MAXIMUM 
FOLDED  
TABLE  

THICKNESS

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
SHIPPING 
WEIGHTOUTSIDE 

WIDTH
INSIDE  
WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT

XPTR3810 XPTRS3810 SINGLE 
SLOTS 1 10 3½" 38"

DOUBLE 
DOORWAYS 
REQUIRED

35½"

XPTR
62½"

XPTRS
57½"

44½" 97 lbs.

XPTR3810L XPTRS3810L DOUBLE 
SLOTS 2 10 3½”

XPTR3108 XPTRS3108 SINGLE 
SLOTS 1 8 3½”

31" 28½"

XPTR
62½"

XPTRS
57½"

44½" 91 lbs.

XPTR3110L XPTRS3110L DOUBLE 
SLOTS 2 10 2⅞”

MODEL NUMBER SUFFIX CODES: [No letter] Tables stored in single slots with tables stored in center top to top. [L] Tables stored top to top 
with double slots. For tabletop edge thicknesses exceeding 11/16" contact us for pricing and availability.

LOADED LENGTH: The overall length of the cart when loaded with tables will be approximately 78" for 72" tables, 75" for 66" tables and 72" 
for 60" tables. When using models with short rails overall length of the cart loaded with tables will be approximately 66" for 60" tables and 58” 
for 48" tables.
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SPACE SAVER CARTS
FOR LINENLESS & STANDARD TABLES

DESCRIPTION

Space-Saver table carts are designed to store 30" wide lightweight linenless and standard 
folding tables in a vertical orientation. Vertical storage results in a smaller footprint, saving 
up to 50% of floor space when compared to typical horizontal stacking. Now you can store 
tables in the cart without wasting floor space, thus eliminating time consuming double 
handling and damage to your tables.

The table cart is uniquely designed with a lowered frame to enable tables to clear all 
doorways with 6 ' long tables and one-person loading. Vinyl profile extrusions are applied to 
the lower support rail and side rail members to protect edges and frames of tables. A foam 
rubber padded back rest prevents tables from sliding when unit is partially loaded. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Side frames consist 
of 1¼" x 1¼", 14-gauge 
steel tubing.

Two swivel casters 
with brakes and two 
rigid casters , each 
having 925 lbs . of 
load capacity, are 
equipped with 8" 
diameter, 2 " wide, 
polyurethane wheels 
with precision ball 
bearing axles .

Positioned close to 
the f loor to enable 
loaded trucks to pass 
through standard 
doorways and for 
tables to be loaded 
and unloaded easily. 

Provide a comfortable 
hand hold for pushing 
and pulling.

Secures tables against 
movement. Covered 
with resil ient rubber 
to protect table edges 
and f inish of l inenless 
and laminate-top 
tables . Rubber profile 
extrusions are applied 
to bottom and edges  
of support beams  
for extra protection 
and support.

FRAME

CASTERS
LOWER 
SUPPORT BEAMS

ERGONOMIC 
HANDLE GRIPS

UPPER AND LOWER  
BACKREST BEAMS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR MITY REP. 1-800-327-1692

Table carts are shipped knocked down to reduce shipping costs . Assembly is fast and easy to do with simple hand tools .

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL

MAXIMUM 
FOLDED 
TABLE 

THICKNESS

TABLE 
CAPACITY

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
SHIPPING 
WEIGHTOUTSIDE 

WIDTH
INSIDE  
WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT MAX LOADED 

HEIGHT

XPTV30S
SINGLE ENTRY 

– PADDED 
BACKREST

30" LINENLESS 
& STANDARD 

TABLES

3¼"
2⅞"

8
10

32" 29" 40½" 48" 76" 90 lbs.

Designed for 72" long maximum table length. Table capacities are approximate and may vary depending upon specific table construction  
and dimensions.
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XPRESSLINK® 
LINKING CHAIR TRANSPORTER

DESCRIPTION

XpressLink® is a faster and safer way to transport heavy stacks of banquet chairs. Chair 
stacks are raised easily and quickly by simply stepping on the lif t lever. Once the lever is 
fully depressed, the raised chair stack is automatically locked into place.

The XpressLink chair transporter has a uniquely compact footprint and the load is always 
resting on four casters so no dangerous balancing is ever required. Easily maneuvers  
through congested service corridors and narrow doorways.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Provide comfortable 
hand holds for pushing 
and pulling.

Easy-to-use, foot-operated 
lif t mechanism makes it 
easy for anyone to lif t 
heavy stacks of chairs .  
Automatic lock with  
a convenient lock release 
secures raised chair 
stacks. Springs have  
a 100,000 cycle l ife.

Polyurethane casters provide 
more than 1200 lbs. of total 
carrying capacity and operate 
on a variety of f loor surfaces. 
Precision ball-bearing axles 
assure the easiest roll ing 
capability of any caster 
available.

Front casters are f itted with 
directional locks that engage  
and release with easy-to-operate  
foot pedals .

Adjusts to accommodate 
chairs with various 
stacking configurations.

Grade-5 bolts and 
locking nuts for low 
maintenance and safety.

Flip out to link multiple 
units , enabling one 
person to move up to 
four loaded chair trucks 
at a time.

Constructed of 
3 / 1 6" angle formed 
plate steel with 
slip-resistant vinyl 
covering. Forks adjust 
in height and in width 
to accommodate  
any chair.

Protects chair frames and 
stabilize chair stacks.

ERGONOMIC 
HANDLE GRIPS

FOOT-OPERATED 
LIFT MECHANISM

CASTERS

FRONT CASTERS

THREE-POSITION 
BACKREST

HEAVY-DUTY 
HARDWARE

COUPLINGS

LIFTING FORKS

NON-MARKING VINYL 
CHANNEL STRIPS

MODELS SHOWN IN BLUE (XPTS00) ARE NORMALLY IN-STOCK.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

SHIPPING 
WEIGHT

FORK WIDTH WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT

CP1
STOCK MODEL

XPRESSLINK CHAIR 
TRANSPORTER

10½" – 15½" 20½" 35" 46" 73 lbs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR MITY REP. 1-800-327-1692

Table carts are shipped knocked down to reduce shipping costs . Assembly is fast and easy to do with simple hand tools .
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